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TORONTO, ON, October 8, 2013 – Group of Gold Line (GL) is happy to announce the launch of their
new telephony product, GLCyberBooth. Combining the benefits of a traditional phone booth with
the affordability of VoIP technology, GLCyberBooth is a cost-efficient, long-distance solution that
store owners, call shops, and Internet cafés can offer to clients.
GLCyberBooth offers a new opportunity for shop operators to become GL Agents. With no technical
training or experience required, shop owners can enter the profitable world of telecommunications
with low risk and little starting capital.
GLCyberBooth is a great business model for countries with limited bandwidth or expensive access to
the internet. It also offers a lucrative opportunity in countries with a limited number of telecom
providers or heavy telecom regulations. Consumers in these countries usually do not have access to
low cost long-distance services, but with GLCyberBooth they have the opportunity to make longdistance calls at very competitive rates.
“We are proud to offer our customers international calling services at the highest quality and lowest
rates” says Mr.Moeini, President and CEO of Group of GL. “It is a great opportunity for shop
operators and other interested entrepreneurs to benefit from offering very attractive long-distance
calling rates via VoIP technology with GLCyberbooth”.
A comprehensive GL Agent program provides shop operators with the tools needed to attract
GLCyberBooth customers and gain a long-term competitive advantage in the industry.

For more information
Tel: +1.647.438.3800
Toll free: 1.866.709.4545
info@glcyberbooth.com
www.glcyberbooth.com

About Group of Gold Line
The Group of Gold Line (GL) is a Canadian company specializing in the research, development, marketing and worldwide
distribution of telecommunication solutions and technology products. Its portfolio ranges from telephony, web to print
digital printing, WebTV and educational technologies.
Founded in 1991, GL has evolved to become the largest provider of prepaid long distance products and services in North
America with over 250 million minutes of long distance calling per month. Its products are distributed in over 50 countries,
with approximately 100,000 points of sale around the world.
GL’s mission is to connect people around the world to what matters and bring them closer to their family, business, culture
and languages through innovative, unique and competitive technology-based products and services. www.groupofgl.com

